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EU License for trading Hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) under the Montreal Protocol

This is an extract from the EU Fgas Portal and HFC Licensing System, dated  30/03/2022 1

Dometic Germany GmbH
DE2452642, Germany, Emsdetten 48282, Hollefeldstrasse 63

has a valid registration in the Registry pursuant to Article 17 of the FGR as an

Importer of HFCs (bulk)
Importer of HFC - precharged RAC(Refrigeration, Air Conditioning and Heatpump) equipment.

with the following FGAS ID Number: 9736

The above undertaking is therefore licensed to  / import bulk HFCs import HFC-precharged RAC 
equipment.

Please note, the company also requires:

For importing bulk HFC gases: Sufficient quota balance in tonnes CO2 equivalent taking into 
account also other business activities affecting the annual placing on the market of HFCs. 
The company has a quota for the import of bulk HFCs available.
For importing HFC - precharged equipment: Sufficient authorisations in tonnes CO2 equivalent 
at the time of release of free circulation and a declaration of conformity. 
The company has, on 30/03/2022, not more than 117527 tonnes CO2 of authorisations for the 
import of equipment with HFCs available .2

Quota and authorisations amounts are accessible to EU custom authorities via the Fgas Portal & 
Licensing System (https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/fgas).

This printout is for information purposes only. It does not constitute a proof that the licence is valid 
irrespective of the status indicated. Only the electronic version in the Fgas Portal & Licensing System 
is considered authentic.

1 If date is not recent, an updated printout may be demanded from the importer as the print out function from the electronic 
system is generally available at all times.

2 The company may actually have less authorisations available, in case of other recent EU imports.
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